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ABSTRACT 

This report is intended to be used for teaching the hardwood 
lumber grading rules as promulgated by the National Hardwood Lumber 
Association. Instruction begins with the measurement of lumber and 
proceeds through the basic steps of grading. The rules for the 
commonly used grades are included, as well as the modifications for 
aspen and birch. Many exercises are included to illustrate the 
various aspects of grading hardwood lumber. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 

Hardwoods in North America, indeed throughout much of the worLd, 
are yraded on the basis of procedures and ruLes estabLished by the 
NHLA. With thousands of members in the United States and Canada 
today, this Association estabLished the present grading system in 
1932. Since that time, biLLions of board feet of hardwood Lumber have 
been graded using the Association's ruLes. The fundamentaL phiLosophy 
of the standard ruLes is to estimate the vaLue of the Lumber when it 
is to be cut into cLear, defect free parts for furniture, miLLwork, 
and cabi netry. 

The ruLes for grading Lumber are contained in the NHLA's book 
RuLes for the Measurement! Inspection gf Hardwood and Cypress. The 
ruLes are updated from time to time. 

Short courses to teach the fundamentaLs of Lumber grading are 
given throughout North America. These courses vary in Length, but are 
usuaLLy at Least 20 hours Long. OnLy a brief introduction can be 
given in such a short time period--further practice and training is 
necessary to deveLop a top-notch grader. The NHLA conducts Longer 
training schooLs in their Memphis training faciLity that produces weLL 
trained and quaLified graders. 

This written tutoriaL is divided into 9 parts or Lessons, 
corresponding to the typicaL short course topiCS. It is suggested 
that the Lessons be covered sequentiaLLy. 

Lesson 1. Board Foot Measurement and Surface Measure 

Lesson 2. Cuttings 

Lesson 3. Steps in Grading 

Lesson 4. FAS RuLes 

Lesson 5. No.1 Common RuLes 

Lesson 6. SeLect RuLes 

Lesson 7. No.2, 3A, and 3B Common RuLes 

Lesson 8. F1F (IIOne face") RuLes 

Lesson 9. Species variations 

( 

1 t. NationaL Hardwood Lumber Association, P. O. Box 34518, Memphis, TN . 
38184 USA 
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This tutoriaL presents some of the key points of hardwood 
Lumber grading, especiaLLy those reLevant to aspen and birch. This 
materiaL is intended to be used as part of a short cour~e or in 
conjunction with Virginia Tech's computerized tutorial. 

This tutorial is ilLustrated to assist in learning, with examples, 
work sheets and quizes also provided. In all cases, the student must 
have an NHLA rule book which contains the complete rules and alL the 
various speciaL cases and exceptions, some of which are not covered 
herein. 

To become an accomplished grader wilL require a thorough 
familiarity with the rules and then much practice. Graders are not 
"certi fi edIt to be able to grade lumber that wi LL be sold under the 
NHLA rules. However, when graders are not proficient, a reinspection 
by a NationaL NHLA grader can be requested, with various expenses 
being assessed to the Loser of the reinspection •. 

Note that grading of hardwood Lumber is aLways done in EngLish 
units of measure. There is no metric measurement system avaiLabLe at 
this time. 

2virginia Lumber Manufacturers Association, P.O. Box U, Sandston, VA 
23150 USA. Five disks for the IBM-PC (color) are availabLe. In 
addition to the computerized Lessons, 100 pieces of Lumber are shown 
which must be measured and graded by the student. 



Chapter 2 BOARD FOOT AND SURFACE MEASURE 

Board Foot 

The fundamental volume measurement unit of lumber is the board 
foot. A board foot is defined as a piece of lumber one foot wide, one 
foot long, and one inch thick (or volumetric equivalent). In 
practice, however, the board foot measurement is subject to wide 
variation. For example, a piece of lumber 11-5/8" wide, 12'0" long, 
and 3/4" thick is 12 board feet, just as a piece 12-3/8 wide, 12'11" 
Long, and 1-3/16 inches thick is 12 board feet. 

The formula for caLculating the board footage (BF) of a piece of 
Lumber is 

ren9th (ft.) x Width (inoll 
BF = x Thickness 

12 Round 

or 

BF = [Length (ft.) x Width (ft.) J x Thickness 
Round 

The value in parenthesis is the surface measure, SM, which will be 
critical in grading. The SM never has fractions; it is always rounded 
to the nearest whole number. When the value before rounding includes 
a fr§ction of 1/2, the SM is aLternately rounded up and down (Para. 
16). Therefore, BF = SM x Thickness. 

The foLlowing techniques apply to measuring lumber: 

Length: Length is always measured in feet with the fractional length 
dropped (not rounded). The standard lengths (Para. 12) are 4', 5', 
6', 7', 8', 9', 10', 11', 12', 13', 14', 15', and 16'. However, not 
over 50% of odd foot lengths will be permitted. An example of length 
measurement is provided in Table 1. 

3The information in parenthesis means "paragraph 16," and refers to the 
appropriate paragraph in the NHLA Rules. 
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TabLe 1. ExampLe of Length Measurement. 

ActuaL Standard 
Length Footage Length 

10' 2" 10' 
11 ' 3" • 11 ' 
11 ' 11". 11' 
3' 11: TOO SHORT 

18' 2" 16' 
10' 0" 10' 

• One might question if these pieces are "properLy 
manufactured," as requi red in Para. 8. 

Width: Width is commonLy measured in inches and fractions of an inch, 
with nQ rounding. Lumber that is not uniform in width, but is tapered 
from one end to the other, is measured at 1/3 of the Length from the 
narrower end. 

Thickness: For hardwoods, the thickness of a piece of Lumber is the 
standard nominaL thickness, rather than its actuaL thickness. It is 
typicaLly found that 1-inch thick hardwood Lumber, known as 414 
(pronounced "four quarter"), is actually an average of 1-1/8 inches 
thick. Further, due to equipment variations and log characteristics, 
aLthough the average is 1-1/8 inches, the thickness of anyone piece 
and within a piece may typicaLLy vary 1/8-inch or more. 

Standard thicknesses for rough lumber are given in Para. 13. The 
thicknesses incLude 414, 5/4, 6/4, 7/4, 8/4, and so on. The standard 
thickness (as a fraction) is used in the board foot caLcuLation, 
although Lumber thinner than 1 inch is considered to be 1-inch thick. 
(Note: The thickness is always measured at the thinnest point in the 
cutting used for grading [Para. 9]; this wiLL be iLLustrated Later in 
detaiL. This shouLd make cLear why thickness is measured after 
grading--in essence, the thickness of the Lumber is the thickness of 
the cuttings used in grading. The part of the lumber not in the 
required cuttings may be scant in thickness.] 

When lumber has varying thicknesses, the thickest and thinnest 
points within a cutting used to estabLish the grade are measured. If 
the variation is greater than indicated in TabLe 2, such Lumber is 
caLLed "miscut," but the grade is unchanged. 



Table 2. Thickness Variation Permitted. 

Rough Thickness Maximum Variation 

1/2" or less 1/8" 

5/8" and 3/4" 3/16" 

414" to 7/4" 1/4" 

2" to 31/2" 3/8" 

4" to 6" 5/8" 

The following tabulation (TabLe 3J provides some examples of how 
standard thickness measurements are detennined. 

Table 3. Example of Thickness Measurement: 

Actual 
Thickness 

1-1/8" 
1-3/16 
1-7/16 
1-15/16 
2-7/16 
2-9/16 

1-1/8 to 1-3/8 
1-1/16 to 1-3/8 
1-7/16 to 1-13/16 
1-9/16 to 1-13/16 
2-1/8 to 2-7/16 

Standard 
Nominal Thickness 

414 
4/4 
5/4 
7/4 
8/4 

1014 

414 (not miscutJ 
4/4 miscut 
5/4 miscut 
6/4 (not miscutJ 
8/4 (not miscutJ 

SM is a measure of the area of a piece of Lumber. Examples of the 
caLculation of SM are given in Table 4. The units of measurement are 
square feet, but SM is just called "feet" or often left without 
units-i.e., the answer for the first example in Table 4 is "5 feet 
surface measure" or just "5 surface measure." 

5 
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Table 4. Examples of SM Calculation. 

Length Width SM 

8' 4" 8" (8 x 8 / 12 =) 
8' 7" 12" (8 x 12 / 12 =) 

10' 3" 8-1/2" (10 x 8.5 / 12 =) 
10' 3" 8-1/4" (10 x 8.25 / 12 =) 

Exercise 11, pieces 1 through 10, should be completed at this 
point. 

Lumber Rule Measurement of SM 

5 
8 
7 
7 

In practice we find that the surface measure is almost always 
measured with a lumber rule or stick (Figure 1] that already has the 
results of multiplication of length times width and the correct 
rounding of the answer indicated on it. 

The lumber rule (Figure 1] is a quick method of determining the 
SM. The rule has a metal end that has a flange with two sharp pointed 
ends. This permits the stick to be used to flip the lumber so both 
sides of the lumber can be examined. The broader part of the flange 
is sharpened so that it can be used to scrape a spot on the lumber, 
thereby giving a better view of potentiaL defects. The metaL end also 
has a "go - - no go" gauge for measuring thickness. This thickness 
feature is discussed in the next section. 

Immediately below the flange are the numbers "12, 10, 14, 16" on 
one side and "9, 11, 13, 15" on the other. These numbers refer to the 
length of the piece being measured. 

To measure the SM, rule is then pLaced across the width of the 
lumber, the edge of the fLange on one edge (Figure 21, with the 
correct side of the rule (corresponding to the Lumber's length] facing 
upward. Using the correct length column (Figure 31, the SM is read 
where the other edge (the opposite edge) of the Lumber crosses under 
the rule. It can be a Little tricky at first to figure which number 
to use, so pay particuLar attention to the diagram and the exampLes, 
especialLy for the 12' Lengths. 

Note that the 12 foot coLumn is possibLy confusing--for alL the 
other columns the number is within the box it represents, whiLe the 12 
foot coLumn doesn't have boxes. The boxes should be the 1/2" marks. 
When using this column, it is necessary to remember to round the 
numbers, as needed--for example, a width of 7-3/8" is rounded to 7. 
In all cases, when the width is exactly at the dividing point between 
two SM, round up and down alternately on each piece. 



Figure 1 A lumber grading stick, with the side for even length lumber 
showing. 
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Figure 2 A lumber grading stick in use on a piece of lumber 7-3/8" 
wide, with the side for even length lumber showing. 
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Figure 3 A lumber grading stick with the SM regions and thickness 

gauge illustrated, with the side for even length lumber showing. 
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Referring to Figure 4, the following SM's are obtained for a piece 
of lumber that is 7-3/8" wide (Table 5). 

Table 5. The SM's for Even Length Lumber, 
7-3/B" Wide. 

Lumber Length 

10' 
12' 
14' 
16' 

SM 

6 
7 
9 

10 

The reverse side of the grading stick is used for odd length 
lumber. Continuing with the 7-3/B" wide piece of lumber, mark 7-3/8" 
on the stick with your thumb. Then turn the stick over, moving your 
thumb to the other si de, but keepi ng it 7-3/B" from the flanged end. 
The following SM's are obtained (Table 6). 

Table 6. The SM's for Odd Length Lumber, 
7-3/B" Wide. 

Lumber Length 

9' 
11 ' 
13' 
15' 

SM 

6 
7 
B 
9 

EXercise #1, pieces 11 through 20,using the lumber rule, and 
EXercise 12 should be completed now. 

For 5' through B' lumber lengths, the 10', 12', 14', or 16' scale 
is used and the answer is divided in half. For 4' lumber lengths, the 
16' scale is used and divided by 4. The number from the measuring 
stick must consider the fractional reading before dividing, so that 
the answer is correctly rounded. 

Here is an easy way to do the correct rounding for 4' to B' lumber 
when the quotient contains a fraction of 1/2. Ask whether the piece 
of lumber when measured on the longer length scale is on the narrower 
side ("skinny") or on the wider side ("fat") for the indicated SM 
value. For example, consider B' lumber that measures 7 foot SM on the 
16' scale. When 7 is divided in half to convert the 16' scale to 



WIOTH OF 

LeA 1'\ 1f1'. 

.... 4 

Figure 4 A close-up view of a scaling stick in use with lumber 7-3/8" 
wide. 
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B' lumber, the answer is 3-1/2. Should this be reported as 3' or 4' 
SM? If the piece is wide or fat for the 7' measurment--values wider 
than the marks on each side of the 7--then the answer is 4' SM. If 
the width is under the marks adjacent to 7, then the SM is 3. This is 
illustrated in Figure 5. 

Continuing with the 7-3/B" wide piece, the SM for 4' through B' 
lumber is given in Table 7. 

Table 7. The SM's for Short lumber, 7-3/B" Wide. 

lumber length SM 

4' 2 
5' 3 
6' 4 
7' 4 
B' 5 

Exercise 13 should be completed now. 

Board Footage Calculation 

It is standard practice to calculate the footage by summing first 
the SM for all pieces of a given grade (or other grouping) and nominal 
thickness, and only then multiplying by the thickness (Para. 1B). 

Examples of board footage calculations are: 

4/4 No.1 Common lumber; SM = 3216 surface feet; 
SF = (3216 x 4/4) = 3216 board feet. 

5/4 No.1 Common lumber; SM = 3216 surface feet; 
BF = (3216 x 5/4) = 4020 board feet. 

In other words, "the board footage is not measured and tallied for 
each piece individually. For that reason, we always measure the SM, 
then grade the piece, and then finally measure the thickness. 

EXercise 14 should be completed at this point. 

I 
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Chapter 3 CUTTINGS 

Cuttings and cutting units 

The underlying basis for grading hardwood lumber is its expected 
usefulness in a furniture, cabinet, or millwork plant. Therefore, the 
various grades will reflect the area of the lumber that is clear or 
free from defects or blemishes affecting the lumber's usefulness. 
These areas used for establishing the grade are called cuttings. 
Their area is measured in cutting units. One cutting unit is 
rectangular area 1" wide and 1'long (or equivalent). In other words, 
a cutting unit is the area in square inches divided by 12. For 
example, for a perfectly clear piece of lumber 10" wide and 12' long, 
the SM is 10 and the piece contains 120 cutting units. 

When grading, the lumber will be mentally divided into cuttings. 
For the upper grades, these cuttings must be clear on one face (free 
of knots, stain, and so on (accept aspen admits stain), as well as be 
free of rot, pith, shake, and wane throughout (not just on the face). 
The reverse face of the cutting can contain sound knots and certain 
other defects as we'll see. Note that the piece of lumber can have 
rot, pith, shake, and wane, but the lumber cannot. The maximum number 
of cuttings and their minimum size is specified in the grading rules 
for each grade. The cuttings must be rectangular and run parallel to 
the lumber's length--diagonal cuttings are not permitted. The 
cuttings can be positioned so that in reality it might take a jig saw 
to cut them out. Further, no kerf allowance is made. As an example, 
the piece of lumber illustrated in Figure 6 has been divided into 3 
and 4 clear-face cuttings. 

Frequently, the cuttings will be fractional lengths and widths. 
For example, 3' 9" long and 5-1/4"wide. To determine the cutting 
units, the length should first be converted to feet (i.e., 3'9" = 
3-3/4 feet). Then, multiply 3-3/4 x 5-1/4 to obtain the answer of 
19-11/16 cutting units. Recall that fractions are easily multiplied by 
multiplying the parts individually and then summing (Table 8J. 

Table 8. Multiplication of Fractions. (Each part is multiplied 
by the other two parts individually and then summed.) 

3-3/4 x 5-1/4 = 

3 x 5 = 15 
3 x 1/4 = 3/4 
3/4 x 5 = 15/4 = 3-3/4 
3/4 x 1/4 = 3/16 

15 + 3/4 + 3-3/4 + 3/16 = 19-11/16 

Exercise #5 should be completed at this point. 



Cutting 8 Cutting A 

Cutting 0 Cutting C 

--OR--

Cutting 8 

Cutting A - .... _----------
Cutting C 

Figure 6 Lumber is divided into clear cuttings. This shows two 
possible divisions. 
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Clear Face Cutting 

The basis of many grades of hardwood lumber is the size of the 
clear areas. To obtain this area, clear-face cuttings are used. A 
clear-face cutting is a cutting that is free of defects on the face 
[Para. 30)--knots, rot, pith, shake, wane, and stain. Ordinary 
seasoning checks are acceptable. Ordinary seasoning checks are smalL 
cracks in the surface of the Lumber which wiLL be eLiminated in 
pLaning--they do not affect the usefuLness of the lumber. Mineral 
streaks are also acceptable. Note that a distinction is made between 
stain [which would be fungal in origin in most cases) and mineral 
[which in the broadest interpretation would be chemical in origin). 
Experience is the best guide to the difference between stain and 
mineral. The reverse side of the clear cutting must be sound. [Note: 
Burls with sound centers, swirly grain, or cross grain are not 
defects. ) 

Sound Cutting 

A sound cutting is a cutting that is free of rot, pith, shake, and 
wane. Sound knots (knots without a soft center or knots not 
containing bark), bird pecks, stain, streaks or their equivaLent not 
affecting the strength, and small holes are admitted in sound cuttings 
[Para. 31). The idea of a "sound" hoLe is difficult to imagine, but 
holes can be sound. 

Any defects in lumber which could be removed by surfacing to the 
standard thickness are not considered for clear-face and sound 
cuttings. That is, a small shallow spot of bark, shallow wane, 
shalLow stain and so on can-be overlooked if they will surface 
out--the thicker the lumber over its standard thickness, the more that 
can be surfaced out. 

Exercise 6 should be completed at this time, laying out the 
cuttings and calculating their cutting units. These pieces will be 
graded later. 

Over length 

The standard lengths are integer lengths in feet (without 
fractions or inches). A piece Bf 3" long is considered to be B' long. 
It therefore has 3" of overlength. Defects [knots, splits, wane, 
pith) in the over length [the overlength can be divided between each 
end or be considered to be all on one end) can be overlooked with 
respect to size. However, the clear-face or sound cuttings can extend 
into the cLear or sound area of the overlength if appropriate (i.e., 
the area is clear or sound) and if desired. 



Knot and HoLe Sizes; Size of SpLits 

Knot and hoLe sizes are measured by measuring the maximum Length and 
minimum width and then averaging the two vaLues. This is iLLustrated in 
Figure 7. SpLits are measured LinearLy. However, the Length of the 
spLit in the overLength is not counted. 

Definitions 

The ruLe book is the finaL authority on the definitions. The student 
should have the foLlowing terms weLL defined and should understand their 
meanings before proceeding further: 

Ordinary seasoning checks 

Sound cutting 

Clear-face cutting 

Rot 

Pith 

Shake 

Wane 

Knot, sound 

Knot, unsound 

17 
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DIAMETEA = Lx 'vJ /2. 

Figure 7 Knots or holes are measured for size by averaging the 
smallest and largest dimensions. 



Chapter 4 STEPS IN GRADING 

The hardwood lumber grades commonly used today are [Figure 8): 

First and Seconds (FAS) 

Selects (including "FAS One Face (F1F)") 

No .1 Common (a l so ca II ed "Common s") 

No.2 Common (Some species use No.2A and 28 Common) 

No.3A Common 

No.38 Common 

There are other standard grades, such as "sound wormy," and many 
special grades each with special rules. For example, sometimes 3A and 
38 Common are combined into No.3 Common, which incidentally must 
include all the 3A Common produced. In addition many species have 
special rules, often governing lumber size and the effect of stain. 
For example, birch allows more short pieces in FAS and Select; aspen 
allows stain in the clear cuttings; and so on. This is discussed in 
more detail in Lesson 9. 

The following ten steps (Table 9) are the steps that must be 
followed when grading lumber. In all cases, the lumber must be graded 
"as is." A grader cannot base the grade on future trimming or 
edging-sometimes called "pencil trimming." Of course, a grader on 
the green chain of a sawmill could indicate that a piece should be 
trimmed or edged before it is graded, and then, after remanufacturing, 
have the piece return for grading. 

All lumber must be graded full length, width, and thickness. 

19 
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FAS 

• 

No.1 Common 

• 
• 

No.2 Common 

• 
• 

Worm Holes No. 3A Common 

• 

No. 38 Common 

• 

-. • 

II • .--- -. . -.- . . .. , .. . ' . . ... 
Stain 

• • 

• 
• 

• 
• 

wane 

Figure 8 Typical pieces of lumber for several of the standard 
hardwood lumber grades_ Shown is the grading face. 

Splits 



TabLe 9. The Ten Steps for Grading Hardwood Lumber. 

STEP 1. Determine the speCies 

STEP 2. Determine the SM 

STEP 3. Determine the grading face. 

STEP 4. Assume the best potentiaL grade, incLuding size, wane, 
etc. 

STEP 5. Determine the number of cuttings permitted for the 
assumed grade and the known SM. 

STEP 6. Determine the number of cutting units needed for the 
assumed grade. 

STEP 7. Layout the cuttings. 

STEP 8. Determine the number of cutting units avaiLabLe. 

STEP 9. If the available cutting units does not exceed the number 
required, try the next Lower grade. 

STEP 10. Tally grade and SM. Note: It is at this point that 
thickness is measured. 

21 
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Chapter 5 

FAS Lumber Size 

FAS RULES 4 (Para. 53-64) 

For lumber to make the FAS grade, a piece must be at least 8-feet 
long. It must also be at least 6 inches wide, although a few pieces 
can be up to 1/4" scant in width (Para. 10). (Note: For certain 
species--yellow-poplar, cherry, walnut, etc.--there is a requirement 
for the percentage of heartwood.) 

FAS Cuttings 

The cuttings must be clear-face cuttings which means they must be 
sound on the reverse. The cuttings must be at least 4" wide and 5' 
long. Cuttings from 3" up to 4" wide can be used if they are at least 
7' long. The clear-face cuttings are laid out on the poorer face of 
the lumber--i.e., FAS is graded from the poorer side. 

The maximum number of cuttings allowed is SMl4 (but not over four) 
with any fractions dropped. For example, a piece of lumber 1(}-5/8" 
wide by 12' has an SM of 11. The number of cuttings allowed is 1114 
or 2. 

The required mlnlmum number of cutting units is 10 SM. This is 
approximately 10/12 or 83-1/3% of the lumber's surface area. It is 
stated as "approximately" because SM and surface area are not 
perfectly aligned because of rounding when calculating SM and because 
of overlength.) For example, .the required number of cutting units for 
SM = 11 is 110. All clear-face cuttings are considered from the 
poorer side of lumber--that is, FAS is graded from the poorer side. 

With pieces of lumber with SM of 6' to 15', it is possible to use 
one additional cutting (that is, SMl4 + 1), but when this is done, the 
minimum number of cutting units is 11 SM. (With the extra cutting, 
more of the lumber must be clear.] For example, if SM 13, then the 
maximum number of cuttings permitted is 4 with 143 required cutting 
uni ts. 

An additional option, called the 97% Rule, applies to SM of 6 to 
12. This rule permits two cuttings, any length and full width (No 
wanel) that yield 11.64 SM(97%). This is shown in Figure 9. [Note: 
Ninety-seven percent of an 8 feet (96 inch) piece is 93 inches. So 
essentially the 97% Rule means a one smalt defective area around 3" 
long [plus any overlength)--and proportionally larger for longer 
lumber.] 

4 A summary of the rules is given on the back page of this booklet. 
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Figure 9 The 97% ruLe permits two cLear-face cuttings of any Length, 
fuLL width that totaL 11.64 SM. 
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Other FAS Requirements 

There are several other requirements for FAS: 

A. Pith in the piece cannot exceed (in aggregate) SM inches. 
[Example: If SM = S, then the pith--visible on the surface 
or inside the piece--cannot exceed S inches.) (Note Figure 
10. ) 

S. Wane cannot exceed 12 SM [units of square inchesl in area. 
[For example, if SM = 11, then the maximum wane area is 132 
square inches. In addition, wane cannot exceed 1/2 the 
length of the piece on either edge. (For example, with a 
piece 12'3" long, the maximum wane length is 6' plus 3" more 
if the wane is in the overlength.) Remember with all 
defects, if they will be removed in surfacing to standard 
thickness they can be ignored. (Note Figure 11.) 

C. The length of splits in aggregate cannot exceed 2SM (units in 
inches), except 12" or shorter splits are not measured for 
length when the end foot rule applies (See F belowl. Splits 
longer than 12 inches can diverge no more than 1" per foot. 
The length of splits in the overlength is not included. 
(Note Figure 12.) 

D. The average diameter of any knot or hole cannot exceed 1/3 SM 
(units in inches). (Example: If SM = 11, then the maximum 
knot size is 11/3 inches.) Refer to Figure 7 for how to 
measure a knot. 

E. Warp cannot be too severe to prevent surfacing to standard 
thickness, with an exception for 12" and wider pieces (Para. 
61) • 

F. END FOOT RULE. Within one lineal foot of each end, there must 
be at least 50% clear (two pieces, any shape). In addition, 
there cannot be more than 25% unsound wood. (See Figure 
13. ) 

[Recall: Defects that can be removed in surfacing to standard 
,thickness or defects in the overlength are 'disregarded.) 
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16' 

----------------------~~, 

--------:------7?--. i 

16" 

------------------------------~--~ 

\ 9~~ 
~ \ 

Figure 10 Pith is limited in FAS. In the first example, the pith is 
; nsi de the lumber for the fi rst 12" and then is on the surface for 
6". Total pith is 18", which exceeds the allowable of 16" 
(numerically equal the SM, but units are inches). In the second 
example, the pith is only on the surface for 6" and then 9", for 15" 
total, which does not exceed 16". 
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6' 

I 
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I 

2-1/2' ---..l 

I ~-~--------------------------- 12'6" ----------------------------~·I 

\ . 12' ~\ \'I 48" a\\AVQ, width - 1-1/2" 

#P~~J~--------------------------------~~ 
':_~ 48- X 1-1/2- = n •• in. \ . ~,,\ 

~6\ 
3" X 6" = 18 sq, in, 

I- 14'2- _____________ ~-I 

I I I Av,: I ~--------- 7-1/2'-------.;- : 10-: ~------ 5' -I 

Figure 11 Wane rule illustrations for FAS. 
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16" 15-

1--12---1 

Figure 12 Length of splits over 12" long are limited in FAS. The 
length of splits here is 16 + 15 = 31". Short splits are not 
considered in this calculation. Any overlength is subtracted from 
the total length. 
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Example 1 

Sound knots 

Lack of wood 
Clear lace 

Example 2 
\oJ ('Iv"N. 

Stain 

Clear !ace 

Wane 

Example 3 

OJ 
C\I 

Clear face 

Wane 

.,: .. ,~-,-" .. 

E xt1lllplo 4 
Example ·1 

~~ < Wane 
Split worm holes 

-\. 5 
and stain 

E I Splits 
Clear lace 

~ -
-1' .. 

Example S 
Example 5 

Wane 

.~ ~ ~.··I 
--.. ~~ S. 

Wane 

Clear face ~ Sound Knots 

Slain 
Splits 

11 I _Wane 

Example 3 

""'" 
I Example 6 
i 
I 

~. t ft-.. • <.....\SPlinter pull I 
I : Wo~m Holes 
I 

<.....1 
t 

Stam 

~ • Split ,. 
I 

Figure 13 The end foot rule in FAS. Exemples 3, 4, and 5 feil the 
requirements for FAS end foot being 50% olear and not more than 25% 
unsound. For espen, Example 5 is eooepteble, es stein is not e 
defeot. 



Chapter 6 NO.1 COMMON RULES [Para. 71 - 75) 

Lunber Size 

For Lunber to be graded as No.1 Common (aLso called "Common 
Lunber"), a piece must be 3 inches or wider and 4' to 16' Long. There 
are Limits on the nunber of narrow and short pieces (Para. 71 & 72). 

Cutting Size and Number 

The minimum size cLear-face cutting is 4" x 2', or if 3" up to 4" 
wide, then 3' Long. The maximun number of cuttings permitted is (SM + 
1)/3 up to a maximum of 5, with any fractions being dropped. For 
exampLe, if the SM = 10, then the maximun number of cuttings is (10 + 
1)/3 [= 3-213) = 3. The cuttings are measured on the poorer face. 

The required nunber of cLear-face cutting units is 8SM. For 
exampLe, with SM = 10, the required units are 8 x 10 = 80. Note two 
speciaL cases: For pieces of SM = 1, the piece of Lunber must be cLear 
on both faces. For SM = 2, the required nunber of cLear-face cutting 
units is SSM. 

An extra cutting can be used for SM's from 3 to 10 incLusive; that 
is, the maximun number of cuttings is [(SM + 1)/3] + 1. When the 
extra cutting is used, then the cutting units required increases to 
SSM. 

Note: The cutting units required yieLds of 8SM and SSM are 
approximateLy 213 and 3/4 of the Lunber's surface area. (It is stated 
as "approximateLy" because SM and surface area are not perfectLy 
aLigned because of rounding when caLcuLating SM and because of 
overLength. ) 

Pith may not exceed 1/2 the Length (scaLing Length) of the piece; 
as usuaL, pith aLso cannot be in the cuttings, as specified for 
cLear-facel reverse side sound cuttings. 

As aLways, there are speciaL considerations for the over Length and 
for defects that wi L L "surface out." 

Note that No.1 Common does not have any requirements for knot 
size, wane, spLits, hoLes, and so on required for FAS, other than that 
the piece must be weLL manufactured. 

2S 
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Chapter 7 SELECT RULES (Para. 65 - 70) 

Select lumber is often considered to be the hardest lumber to 
grade correctly due to the complexity of the wane rules. There are 
two types of Select lumber--Sound Back Selects, which grade FAS on the 
good face and the reverse side of the cuttings are sound; and Common 
Back Selects, which require FAS on the good face and the reverse side 
grading No.1 Common or better with the FAS and No.1 Common cuttings 
not required to be sound on the reverse. 

lumber Size 

For lumber to graded Select, it must be 4" or wider. It must be 
6' to 16' long, with restrictions on the shorter pieces (Para. 66). 

FAS Side 

The FAS side shall be the better side. All the requirements for 
FAS (Para. 55 through 61) apply to the FAS side, including the cutting 
size, cutting yield, and wane. 

Pieces of SM = 2 and SM = 3, must yield 11SM in one clear-face 
cutting on the good side, with the reverse sound or No.1 Common. 

Wane for 4" and 5" wide pieces can have wane on one edge not over 
1/3 the width and 1/2 the length in aggregate or divided between two 
edges. 

Wane for 6" and wider, SM = 4' or more cannot have wane on the 
No.1 Common side exceeding 1/4 the width and 3/4 the length (or 1/3 
the width and 1/2 the length) in aggregate. The width may be divided 
and be on both edges. (Note: This means that wane, as shown in 
Figure 11, would be unacceptable on the No.1 Common side, as the wane 
extends more than 1/4 (or 1/3) across the width. likewise, the wane 
in Figure 13, Examples 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and B is too wide for the No.1 
Common face. Such wane could be acceptable on the FAS face, however.) 



Chapter 8 NO.2, 3A, ANO 38 COMMON RULES [Para. 7S - 87) 

No.2 Common Lumber Size 

For lumber to be graded as No.2 Common, a piece must be 3 inches 
or wider and 4' to 1S' long. There are limits on the number of short 
pieces [Para. 77). 

No.2 Common Cutting Sizes and Numbers 

The minimum size clear-face cutting is 3" x 2'. The maximum 
number of cuttings permitted is SM/2, with any fractions being 
dropped, up to a maximum of 7, • For example, if the SM = 9, then the 
maximum number of cuttings is 9/2 [= 4-1/21 = 4. The required number 
of clear-face cutting units is SSM. For example, with SM = 9, the 
required units are S x 9 = 54. (Note that for pieces of SM = 1, the 
piece of lumber must have one clear face cutting yielding 8SM.J The 
cuttings are determined from the poorer face. 

An extra cutting can be used for SM's from 2 to 7 inclusive; that 
is, the number of cuttings is (SM/2J + 1. When the extra cutting is 
used, then the cutting units required increases to 8SM. 

Note: The cutting units required of SSM and 8SM are approximately 
1/2 and 2/3 of the lumber's surface area. [It is stated as 
"approximately" because SM and surface area are not perfectly aligned 
because of rounding when calculating SM and because of overlength.J 

Pith is not restricted, except in the cuttings, as required in 
clear face/sound cuttings. 

As always, there are special considerations for the overlength and 
for defects that will "surface out." 

No.3A Common Lumber Size 

For lumber to be graded as No.3A Common, a piece must be 3 inches 
or wider and 4' to 1S' long. There are limits on the number of short 
pieces [Para. 83J. 

No.3A Common Cutting Sizes and Numbers 

The mi ni mum s1 ze clear-face cutti ng is 3" x 2'. The maxi mum 
number of cuttings permitted is unlimited. The required number of 
clear-face cutting units is 4SM. For example, with SM = 9, the 
required units are 4 x 9 = 3S. The cuttings are determined from the 
poorer face. 

Note: The cutting units required of 4SM is approximately 1/3 of 
the lumber's surface area. [It is stated as "approximately" because 
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SM and surface area are not perfectly aligned because of rounding when 
calculating SM and because of overlength.) 

Pith is not restricted, except in the cuttings, as required in 
clear face/sound cuttings. 

As always, there are special considerations for the overlength and 
for defects that wi II "surface out." 

Also, pieces of lumber that grade No.2 Common or higher on the 
better face are graded as No.3A Common. 

No.3B Common Lumber Size 

For lumber to be graded as No.3B Common, a piece must be 3 inches 
or wider and 4' to 16' long. There are limits on the number of short 
pieces (Para. B6). 

No.3B Common Cutting Sizes and Numbers 

The minimum size sound cutting is 1-1/2"wide and at least 36 
square inches. The maximum number of cuttings permitted is unlimited. 
The required number of clear-face cutting units is 3SM. For example, 
with SM = 9, the required units are 3 x 9 = 27. The cuttings are 
determined from the poorer face. 

Note: The cutting units required of 3SM is approximately 1/4 of 
the lumber's surface area. (It is stated as "approximately" because 
SM and surface area are not perfectly aligned because of rounding when 
calculating SM and because of overlength.) 

Pith is not restricted, except in the cuttings, as required in 
sound cuttings. 

As always, there are special considerations for the overlength and 
for defects that wi II "surface out." 
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Chapter 9 F1F ("ONE FACE") RULES5 

One face grade is quite popular in the eastern furniture trade. All of 
the lumber in this grade can be classified as Select (but not all Select is 
One Face). This grade requires one side of the lumber to be FAS and the 
other to be No.1 Common (or better). Therefore, the size of the lumber 
must be FAS sizes; all other FAS requirements must also be met. 

There are special wane rules for the No.1 Common side: Wane cannot 
exceed 1/3 the width. Wane cannot exceed 1/2 the length in aggregate on 
either edge. 

The cuttings on either side do not have to be sound on the reverse. 

5 See "Special Inspection", p.47 in 1986 edition. 
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Chapter 10 SPECIES VARIATIONS 

Birch 

A larger percentage of shorter pieces are admitted in FAS and Select 
grades. 

Aspen 

Stain is admitted in all grades of lumber. 

No.2 and No.3A Common require sound cuttings, not clear cuttings. 



Chapter 11 GRADING PRACTICE AND QUIZ 

Practice in grading is the best way to become a proficient 
grader. To begin, grade the pieces shown in Exercise 16, remembering 
to use the 10 steps of grading. Then continue with Exercise 17. 
Assume that the species is birch. 

The foLLowing format shouLd be used when Learning to grade, 
using ExampLe 6A: 

Step 1--Species: Birch 

Step 2--SM: 5 

Step 3--Grading Face: A 

Step 4--Assumed Grade: FAS 

Step 5--No. of Cuttings Permitted: 1 

Step 6--No. of Cutting Units Required: 50 

Step 7--Lay Out Cuttings 

Step B--Cutting Units AvailabLe: 40 

Step 9--Not enough cutting units for FAS; Try No.1 Common 
(Repeat Step 4 - B) 

Step 4--Assumed Grade: _:.:.N~o.:....1~C=--

Step 5--No. Cuttings Permitted: 2 

Step 6--No. of Cutting Units Required: 40 

Step 7--Layout cuttings 

Step 8--Cutting Units AvaiLabLe: 59 

Step 9--Not AppLicabLe (this time); check other side however to see if 
it is FAS, foLLowing Steps 3 through 8 again. The B face is FAS. 

Step 1D--TaLLy and Grade: 5' SeLect (Common Back) 

Once proficiency with the ruLes is obtained, compLete the 
foLLowing quiz. If possibLe, write the answers without referring to 
this bookLet or your notes. A certificate of compLetion can be 
obtained by sending the quiz and the appLication form to Virginia 
Tech. 

35 
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Quiz 

1. Define the following terms in one or two sentences. 

a. Cutting 

b. Cutting unit 

c. Clear-face cutting 

d. Sound cutting 

e. Surface Measure 

f. Board Measure 

g. Wane 

h. Split 
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i. Decay 

j. Rot 

k. Shake 

l. Mi scut 4/4 

m. Miscut 8/4 

n. Sound knot 

o. Unsound knot 

p. Stain 

q. Mineral 



3B 

r. Pith 

s. Ordinary seasoning check 

2. Complete the following chart using the standard yield and number 
of cuttings. 

Grade 

FAS 

Sel 
[Common 
Back) 

No.1 

No.2 

No.3A 

No.38 

Cutting 
Vi eld 

Number of 
Cuttings 

Minimum Size of 
Cutting Lumber 

3. How much pith and wane are permitted in No.1 Common lumber? 

How much pith and wane are permitted in No.2 Common lumber? 

How much pith and wane is permitted in sound and clear-face 
cuttings? 



Request for Certificate of CompLetion 

NAME ________________________________ _ 

(PLease print cLearLy or type) 

I have carefuLLy studied the grading ruLes for hardwood Lumber, 
have studied this tutoriaL, have attended a grading cLass or compLeted 
the Virginia Tech computerized tutoriaL, and have compLeted the quiz 
(which is attached). 

Signed ____________________________ _ 

Company: 

MaiLing Address: 

MaiL this request with a copy of the quiz to: 

Eugene M. Wengert 
Brooks Forest Products Center 
Virginia Tech 
BLacksburg, VA 24061-0508 

39 
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Chapter 12 EXERCISES AND ANSWERS 

Exercise '1. 

Complete the following chart using paper and pencil to calculate the SM 
and SF for the first 10 pieces and using a grading stick for the next 10. 
For the SF calculation, assume 100 identical pieces. 

, Width Length 

. 

Thickness Standard 
Length 

Standard SM 
Nominal 

Thickness: 

SF 

---------_._---- ----- ----- ------
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

(inches] : 
7-1/2 8'10" 

6-3/8 12' 8" 

10-3/4 15'11" 

8 10' 3" 

9-1/4 12' 2" 

8-1/2 5' 3" 

1 0-3/8 12' 3" 

10-1/4 14' 2" 

6-1/4 8'3" 

5-3/4 10' 3" 

7-7/16 

7-9/16 

8-7/16 

4-1/8 

5-7/8 

10-3/4 

10-3/4 

10-3/4 

4 

12' 6" 

12' 6" 

12' 6" 

16' 0" 

16' 5" 

16' 3" 

16' 0" 

16' 11" 

14' 5" 

*Assume 100 identical pieces. 

(i nches] : 
1-1/8 

2-3/16 

1-3/8 

1-1/8 

3/4 

1-5/8 

1-1/8 

2-1/8 

1-1/32 

1-1/8 

1-1/8 

1-1/8 

1-1/8 

1-1/8 

1-1/8 

1-7/8 

2-1/8 : 

2-1/8 

2-1/8 

1-1/8 

. . 

· · 

· · 
· · 
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Exercise 12 

Based on Figure 14, caLcuLate the 8M for aLL the Lengths. 

Lumber Wi dth 12' 10' 14' 16' 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Based on Figure 15, caLcuLate the 8M for aLL the Lengths. 

Lumbe r Wi dth 9' 11' 13' 15' 

6 

7 

B 

9 

10 
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Exercise #3 

Based on Figure 14, calculate the SM for all the lengths. 

Lumber Wi dth 4' 5' 6' 7' B' 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 



*' --------------~ 

, 
til_" ___ ~1 ... -

1 
Figure 14 - Lumber sizes for Exercise 12 and 13. 
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Figure 15 _ L' II xerClse 12. umber Slzes for E . 



Exercise #4 

Calculate the board footage for the indicated 8M and lumber thickness. 

8M = SOO ft, No.1 Common 

BF(4I4) = 
BF(S/4) = 

BF(S/4) = 

BF£B/4) = 

8M = BOO ft, No.2 Common 

BF(4/4) = 
BF(S/4) = 

BF£S/4) = 

BF(B/4) = 

SM = 900 ft, No.3 Common 

BF(4/4) = 
BF(S/4) = 
BF(S/4) = 

BF(B/4) = 

SM = 1200 ft, No.1 Common and Better 

BF(4/41 = 
BF(S/41 = 

BF(S/41 = 

BF(B/41 = 

45 
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Exercise #5 

Multiply the following fractions, using first an approximate answer, 
ignoring the small fraction times a small fraction. Then obtain the exact 
answer. In many cases it will not be necessary to achieve an exact answer 
when grading. 

1. 3-3/4 x 4-1/6 = 

2. 4 x 5-1/4 = 

3. 4-1/2 x 8-1/3 = 

4. 5-1/4 x 6'6" = 

5. 5-3/8 x 7'3" = 

6. 5-1/4 x 4-1/3 = 

7. 3-3/4 x 5-1/12 = 

8. 4-3/8 x 3'9" = 

9. 5-1/8 x 10 = 

10. 5-1/2 x 8-1/3 = 

Approximate Exact 

I 
A 

f 



EXercise IS. 

Layout large cuttings on the following pieces of lumber. Use cuttings at 
least 3" wide and 3' long. Calculate their area in cutting units. These 
pieces will be graded later, so save the cutting information. 

Lumber ISA. 

T 
5" 

Face A L 

Face B 

Lumber 168 

T 
Face A 8" 

..L 

Face B 

I~ 

I 

I 

12' 

12' 

• • 

• 

• 

47 
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Lumber #6C 

• 
Face B IL __ :..· __ ~. ~.~ ___ _ 

Lumber I 60 

I~ 12' 

T • 8H 

Face A L 

• Face B 
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Lumber ISE 

I- 12' 

T • 

• 

Lumber ISF 

1-- 12' 

T 

I • 7- • Face ~ 

I • Face B 

• 
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EXercise 17 

Grade the foLLowing pieces of lumber. 

Lumber 17A 

k - 12' 

r 4" 

10" 
_.£!.... 

L "t • 
1< 5' 

Lumber 178 

~ 12' I' 
52 ,.. 6" 

~, 4" t£.~ 
t., 11'4 

L 
r=- 3' )14"k- 2f 

Lumber 17C 

I' 
5'2 

• 

• 

6' 

6' 

• • 

6' 

• • 

6
1 

12"!' 
Le 

>1 

~ 
2 • 

>f 

:1 

I 

2'-9" ~I 
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Lumber #70 

t: 12' ~ " 6' 52' 

T .. 4" 4" " ..L • • • 
11.1 ., .. ;" 4 Ft--l. 5 5 

K 3' 2'-9" 2'- 9" )1 

Lumber #7E 

r J 0' ~ 
~ 3" -.ill 3" J~., 7 --:r • :L ·21/2 3" 3" 

fl' ~< 2'~3t ~ 4' 3' 2"6"~ 

Lumber #7F 

,It 
II 22 
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Lumber #7H 

r • 
8" 

1 
~~----------------------7'9'-'-·----------------------~) ~u~l'--. 

Lumber #71 

1 
i~e========-~======~~ • 

. ~ 

1 3 It X l:,~.l I 

• 
~c~----------------------__ Iz'--------------------------~~ 



Lumber 17J 

Face B 

53 

I.. 14" -I 

• • • 
Split 

• 
• • • • 

Wane 
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Answers for Exercise 11 

1 . Standard : Standard SM SF . 
Length . Nominal . 

: Thickness: 

1 8 4/4 5 500 

2 12 8/4 6 1200 

3 15 5/4 13 1625 

4 10 4/4 7 700 

5 10 4/4 7 700 

6 12 6/4 9 1350 

7 5 4/4 4 400 

8 12 8/4 10 2000 

9 14 4/4 12 1200 

10 8 4/4 4 400 

11 10 4/4 5 500 

12 12 4/4 7 700 

13 12 4/4 8 800 

14 12 4/4 8 800 

15 16 4/4 5 or 6 550 

16 16 4/4 8 800 

17 16 8/4 14 2800 

18 16 8/4 14 2800 

19 16 8/4 14 2800 

20 14 4/4 5 500 
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Answers for EXercise 12; Based on Figure 14. 

Lumber Wi dth 12' 10' 14' 16' 

1 4 4 5 6 

2 6 5 6 7 

3 7 5 B 9 

4 B 6 9 10 

5 9 7 10 12 

Based on Figure 15. 

Lumber Wi dth 9' 11 ' 13' 15' 

6 3 3 4 5 

7 3 4 5 6 

B 4 5 6 7 

9 5 7 B 9 

10 6 B 9 10 

Answers for EXercise 13; Based on Figure 14. 

Lumber Wi dth 4' 5' 6' 7' B' 

1 1 2 2 3 3 

2 2 2 3 3 4 

3 2 3 3 4 4 

4 3 3 4 5 5 

5 3 4 4 5 6 
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Answers for Exercise 14. 

SM = 600 SOD 900 1200 

SF(4/4) 600 800 900 1200 

SF (514) 750 1000 1125 1500 

SF(6/4) 900 1200 1350 1800 

8F(S/4) 1200 1600 1S00 2400 

Answers for Exercise #5. 

Approximate Exact 

1 15 plus 15-15/24 
2 21 21 
3 37 plus 37-1/2 
4 34 plus 34-1/S 
5 3S plus 3S-31/32 

6 22 plus 22-3/4 
7 19 plus 19-3/48 
S 16 plus 16-13/32 
9 51 plus 51-1/4 

10 46 minus 45-5/6 
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Answers for Exercise 16 

Lumber 16A--5' of SeLect (Common Back or Sound Back) 

Face A I 5~ x 8' = 40 units 

...!"':::_:aQ ---

Face B 

Lumber 16B-B' FAS 

Face A 8" x 5-1/2' = 44 units 

I r------------ ----------. • • .' ~ .. 7" X 6' = 42 units 
I I 

Lumber 16C--8' No.1 Common 

Face A 

Face B 

7-3/4" X 8' = 62 units 

I 
I 
I 

:. 

I .. 
I 
I 
1 

7-3/4" X 3' = 
23-1/4 units 

, 3" X 5-112' =: 16-1/2 units I. I I ... -----------r------- .... - -------
------------------., I 

~ .. I 4" 'X 5-1/2' units I. 4-314" X 5-1/2' = 26-1/8 units 
I 



Face A 

Face B 

Face A 

Face B 

58 

Lumber # 60--8' No.2 Common 

: ~--------~ ---- -r-- - - -- ----. 
: 8" X 2-3/4' = 22:: '~~"It 'i I :. 27 "".;,+-.,. " S '1~" It S' = 2.7~;t. 1.4.;"j..r 

H
' units , , 

! ! .~ .. - - ..... ------

r ..... -- --- ------1------ - -- - - - ----
,......-- --- -- --, .' 

5" X 3' = 15 : : "'/.:1," r '3 '1,+ ';: ~"/g S":t" x S' :: 27 v .. ",,,jl,r 

. " I Units t;~ _ ! _____________ _ 
,...~------ .. 

Lumber #6E--8' FAS (97% Rule) 

~ 
Cutting A 8" X 7-2/~ ~ Cutting B 8" X 4' 

Lumber #SF--7' Select (Common Back or Sound 8ack] 

I 

4" X 11' = 44 units I. I 

~---------------------- ----- --1':i- ___ J 
3" X 9-1/2' = 28-1/2 units , • • 

I 1 7" X 10-114' = 71-3/4 units 
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Answers for Exercise '7. 

, SM Grade 

A 10' FAS 
B ii' No.1 Common 
C ii' No.1 Common 
0 ii' No.1 Common 
E 6' No.2 Common 

F 10' No.3A Common 
G 4' No.1 Common 
H 6' FAS 
I B' No.1 Common 
J 11' No.2 Common 
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Lumber Grade 

FAS 

No. 1 

No. 2 

FItS SELECTS 1 COWMON ZCOWWON 3A 38 

WIDTH 6" + 4"+ 3"+ 3"+ 3"+ 3"+ 

1.ENGTHS a' - 16' 6' - 16' 4' - 16' 4' - 16' 4' - 16' 4' - 16' 
No. of sw sw SM+ 1 sw No limit No limit 
aattIace T T --;- T 
.uo...t faR_5) ,-*_r7) 
Mfa' .... 4" X 5' 4"X5' 4"XZ' 
... of - or - 3"XZ' S"XZ' l-1IZ"XZ' -- S"X7' 3"X7' S"XS' 
AIDoat O/lZFItS :;a--=.. 10/1Z ~ ..... - a/lZ 6/lZ 4/1Z S/lZ 

eo.. or ( .... 
Pl'TH 

.. · · '. 

· · 

:=-.:: 
Leqtlaill 
iacIIH 110 SlIme ... 1/Z ... No limit No limit 
,.-r FItS ....... 
Id-SM 

For 4eibdtloo .... iaetnct:Ioae 

JI:Idn ftClId-- for FItS ad Selecte: 

Cutting 

Sp1lte - Caa be lIP to Z:II: SW ill lDdae. leqda. 

W_ - Caa be lIP to l/lZ SW mDlad _ be le •• dwua 
I/Z J..aatb of pi.- _ .w.u ...... 

VazI_ ... of bo& or IIole - 1/3 SW ill iacIIH. 

EIMldef_ - 11& t..ec ~ clear face, m .... _ of U,. 
--.4 -" or_. 

Units Requi red for Extra Cutting 

...... , 
No limit 

Lumber Size Cutting Area Number of 
SM % · Units · Cuttings · · · · · · · · 6' - 15' · 91-2/3 SM x 11 (SMl4) + 1 · · · · · 3' - 10' : 75 SM x 9 (SM+1)/3 + 

2' 7' · 66-2/3 · SM x 8 (SMl2) + 1 · · · : · 

1 
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